




Welcome…Thanks for attending….

Appreciate you are very busy people and there are many other things you could be doing today…..

Hope that as you drive home you will reflect positively……think that it was a very good use of 
time…..and that you are excited about the possibilities for growth, development and new 
partnerships

Purpose of the day is to update you….but really hear from you…..

To strengthen our joint working ……around ….membership…engaging paddlers….go canoeing and 
new participants….coaching and leadership…..access and environment……….

Explore how we work even better together….

Today start to bring about major change which will lead to tangible improvements in next 24 
months……

Part of  a busy weekend…..AGM, clubs conference….volunteer awards…..board 
meeting…….reflecting on progress…..celebrating some successes
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Just over 12 months ago since we last met with centres….8th March……Few weeks later launched the 
strategy…..12 months ago to the weekend……..since we launched stronger together…..strategic 
plan….Sets out clearly…purpose, vision ambitions and targets….describes the future we are trying to 
create………the organisation we are trying to become…

Clear Purpose of British Canoeing…..One thing that binds us……is more paddlers more often….inspiring 
helping people to paddle more often……everyone’s a winner…….

What is British Canoeing…..at its heart…..governing body…..English and British……doing traditional NGB 
things well….Participation…….membership…clubs….coaching….competition…..rulesteams…..

With fairly traditional partners….members…clubs…centres…..coaches…..international 
federations…..RDTs…discipline committees……funding partners…..

Can be much more than that?……Our place in the landscape….leading ..connecting……

New partners…uniformed groups…..CRT…EA …..water authorities…….independent paddlers…..centres and 
clubs much more strongly…….county sports partnerships….local networks……..

New partnerships commercial…trade…retail…….
Connect and lead….Stronger together….by connecting we can move mountains…in a way that has not 
been achieved in the past………
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So why should we work in this different way…Let me share some thoughts about the future we are trying to 
create… Do our traditional things well, our competition disciplines continue to develop….entry level events in 
flat and white water better promoted….allow for progression….competition at all levels…National teams are 
successful in all disciplines….we invest to support this to happen. We want a world leading coaching 
leadership and guiding qualifications….learning and e-learning materials…..easy to access….easy to 
deliver….simple effective administration. improving safety….raising standards in all areas…..used around the 
world...Lee Pooley will update on this work in final session this afternoon.

Connection with paddlers…35000 members…30000 in cubs..but tens of thousands in centres…independent 
paddlers…  connecting… informing… Influencing.. personal performance, trails, events, club and centre 
activity… ..fundamentally change positioning of British Canoeing here…We have already invested in 
membership platform and communication tools….now need to collect the data…Sam Rankin, Head of 
membership and Jenny Spencer, Go Canoeing Manager… talk you through that later…..

We want to work to create more opportunities to paddle…..expansion of Go Canoeing….clubs and 
centres…..trails, challenges, tours……develop a  huge online calendar….again Jenny will share plans with 
you….and the platform is there again now it’s about events and data… We also want it to be much easier for 
people to find out where they can paddle….. develop places to paddle  database… .rivers… access/egrees….. 
Information. We will partner with existing site, build with user developed content. British Canoeing becomes 
the site to visit not only for events but also for rivers information, this in itself isn’t a barrier to people 
paddling….Strong and effective organisation….people proud to be members…..well run.…well 
respected………transparent……financially robust…
Great communication…..great member and customer service……
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Of course….this isn’t going to happen overnight…but it has already begun to happen….We set off on 
this journey 12 months ago …laid out 11 big ambitions….20 KPIs and 67 targets…….see them in the 
year 1 report….and the progress we have made….and colleagues will update during the day…..

90 medals in European and world competition

Achieved our Olympic and paralympic milestones…

Strong governance…new UK Code compliant…

Membership is up to over 35000 and new categories agreed

New digital platform capability….just about in place

Coaching and leadership changes underway….

Go Canoeing is developing and changing

Added 50 trails in the year…new challenges…..

Changed the way we are working with some of our trade partners….who are investing in the 
strategy….working closely to achieve these shared outcomes…..more people paddling more often is 
good for business….
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This is stronger together…..whole plan is based on partnership….all working with the same 
purpose….more paddlers more often….

Same ambitions…same targets….each playing our part…..joined up…

A united organisation……….working in harmony………more paddlers…more successful retail, trade 
and centres….more successful British Canoeing……..

Imagine 2 rivers…….1 that breaks up…….lots of tributaries…..trickles down to the sea…..a bit like us 
all doing our own thing….moving broadly in same direction…..but cutting our own path…..with little 
force…….

Or this….this is what we can become……powerful…. Actually changing our landscape…..coming 
together….working together…….

This is the future we are trying to create….I really hope that you choose to play your part ….work 
with us……..and take those thoughts into the sessions which follow today……

So thanks again for joining us……

Have a great day……I will see you again at the end of proceedings…..
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